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 The bootloader and the kernel are already unlocked, you can flash any firmware you want. This iphone is the copy from the real
iphone that can get the IP address.1. Field of the Invention The invention generally relates to apparatus for handling mail. More

specifically, the invention relates to a system for accurately capturing images of mail and processing mail in a mailbox. 2.
Description of the Prior Art Mail handling apparatus of the above-referenced type have been known for a number of years.

Such apparatus typically include a mail tray which is adapted to receive mail, such as envelopes and the like, at the top portion
thereof and a mail conveyor which conveys mail through the mail tray and deposits the mail into a receiving receptacle, such as
a mailbox. Such mail handling apparatus is often positioned on a lawn near a mailbox and typically includes a mail tray which is
adapted to receive mail, such as envelopes and the like, at the top portion thereof. Such apparatus also includes a mail conveyor

which conveys mail through the mail tray and deposits the mail into a receiving receptacle, such as a mailbox. Such mail
handling apparatus is often positioned on a lawn near a mailbox and typically includes a mail tray which is adapted to receive
mail, such as envelopes and the like, at the top portion thereof. Such apparatus also includes a mail conveyor which conveys
mail through the mail tray and deposits the mail into a receiving receptacle, such as a mailbox. A problem with mail handling

apparatus of the above-referenced type is that they are often not sufficiently accurate or efficient to properly capture images of
mail and convey such mail through a mail tray. The images of mail captured by mail handling apparatus of the above-referenced
type are often not sufficiently accurate or efficient to properly convey mail through a mail tray. The images of mail captured by
mail handling apparatus of the above-referenced type are often not sufficiently accurate or efficient to convey mail through a
mail tray because of the difficulty in precisely orienting the image of mail. For example, an image of a mail piece may not be

sufficiently clear for accurate reading or may not be sufficiently accurate or accurate enough to properly orient mail.
Accordingly, there is a need for a mail handling apparatus which is sufficiently accurate and efficient to properly capture

images of mail. There is also a need for a mail handling apparatus which is sufficiently accurate and efficient to properly orient
mail. The present invention satisfies both of these needs.Conventionally 82157476af
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